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About This Game

Mr. Maze is a budget price first-person adventure story by Mark J. Lovegrove, for Screen 7.

Penny Porter loves mazes!

But the fun and thrill of solving them at a local attraction is soon cut short when the mysterious Maze Meister appears and captures
her into a strange land...

Without hesitation, her father Peter steps into the mysterious realm and must solve a number of mazes and challenges in order to
rescue her!

Who is the Maze Meister? What is this place he dwells in? And why has he captured Penny?

Find out in Mr. Maze, an immersive low-cost adventure for Steam - available now!

» 10+ mazes of varying difficulty to beat, lots of characters to meet
» A light-hearted single-player fantasy story by MJ Lovegrove

» Engaging music, English voice acting and subtitles
» Achievements, additional puzzles and secrets

Mr. Maze is suitable for all.
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Title: Mr. Maze
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MJ Lovegrove
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit OS)

Processor: Intel or AMD CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA or AMD ATI video card with 1GB of RAM (Nvidia GeForce GTX 260 or higher/ATI Radeon 4890 or
higher)

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Mouse, keyboard. Specification is for low resolution/quality settings

English
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Wonky but entertaining. One things the devs need to do is make the enemy models better react to your contact. That is one thing
that GORN does very well and this one struggles with. GORN is better than this game, but this is still worth picking up.. with a
GTX 1 i get about 1 fps, with a gtx 1060 i get 1 fps.

1 + 1 = 3, the number 3, what has 3 sides?

kevin bacon, kevin back bois!!

10\/10 would kms again. Needs worked on. But compared to hwo early it was offically put out, very nice looks and grapghics,
need work on mosty and death animations, and the bullet animations. Dont waste your money if your expecting it to work
perfect, like on videos or the trailers. Maybe wait untol further notice. So much hassle getting this thing to run and then realising
it wasnt as good as I thought it was.

6/10. Early Early Alpha...while I don't disagree that the game has potential, you would be best served to wait until some basic,
core functionality has been bug-fixed.

Developers, it's a game-breaking bug when playing with a friend if you can't craft at the same time. As it stands, if you are
crafting in any device, be it an anvil or whatever, and your friend is doing the same, you will take their items from what they are
doing. So if they are hammering out steel plates, their steel ingots will magically appear in your inventory and out of their anvil..
I dont understand why valve allows these trash of a game with broken animation be sold on the steam market..
Recieved for free and played the game just for the cards.. Feels like just1337 just recycled some previous games and did not
really add anything to the gameplay. 4/10. Fantastic! Now all we need is Workshop support for custom profiles for diffrent
games!. This game is mercilessly unfair. I only ever play it because it seems of low enough quality to be very short and the
achievements very easy, and it has made even that miserable.
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I love wipeout/f-zero style games, so naturally I figured this one should be a given... BUT this is a perfect example of how not to
ever make a game of those style.

The lack of gamepad support sucks, but even moreso, the lack of any menu/tutorial/rebindable keyboard controls really is a low
blow. I understand that this is a simple port from mobile, but this is an awful attempt at a clone of these games even if only
meant for mobile, shouldn't have ever been released for PC without a little care taken to polish it up.

First level I played on the second lap all sound/music cut out and I started noticing the limited depth field in the rendering really
start to affect my gameplay. Not only that, but the voice that tells you what you picked up is so faint and garbled it took until my
second run through to be able to understand it saying shields and autopilot (which they also messed up), but still haven't caught
on to the others, although knowing what they should be as it's a 1:1 wipeout clone.

The pickups are fairly visible, but the turbo pads and slowdown pads on the ground are so faint it's hard to see them until you're
right on top of them, the autopilot doesn't function right, drove me right into a wall unassisted and although I prefer having some
control over where I'm going unlike wipeout, doesn't do a good job of actually melding between your controls and autopilot as
one would hope it's more like overriding autopilot until you stop hitting directions then it tries to force itself back to autopilot.

Slow for a wipeout clone, and no chance of catching AI once it passed you. Pretty sure that gamejolt connection is broken also.

Worst part: original wipeout on PS1 got the feel better than this, proper ship tilt and feel are the main feedback for your turning
in this type of game, with this I felt like I was hovercar drifting without the drift... that doesn't even make sense!. herro no plz
no. Several standout tracks, and the new enviornments are gorgeous. One of the new music tracks, an apparent fusion of First
Nations song, Scottish Bagpipes, and Dubstep has been playing on loop for an hour now.. Disappointing. Even the most difficult
AI is easy to bully. The AI mostly ignores the player. Rarely tries to steal or block and just focuses on it's own stuff. WAY too
easy to score big on fields because the AI won't place any until there's a completed city and won't try to steal yours once you
have one. There are tons of expansions out there but this game only has two.. it fun and funny character, i got this game from
free cd key and play like hell. and sure you guys dont miss this game,it like team fortress.. This product is by Aerosoft who I
have come across before being producers of payware for Microsoft Flight Simulator. All I can say about this constantly crashing
game is that it lived up to my expectations and it's performance limitations killed it stone dead - five crashes to desktop in the
space of one hour. From what I understand the sequel to this game is also worth saving your money over for similar reasons.
Avoid Avoid Avoid ...

Hotfix 1.05:
PATCH NOTES:

Added 1 bonus Tinder item on skillcheck's success when harvesting them on the Tinder Tree.

Corrected a very nasty and stealthy bug that prevented Eustache to trigger most of his dialogs! You should now
be able to complete his romance.

Achievement for reaching 100 in a skill corrected: Now triggered when 100 is reached via standard skill XP increase,
use item increase and trait increase. It will also be given upon game load if a character has 100, in case it failed to be
unlocked prior to that.

Now Angelico's special chain of events will only trigger after meeting with a certain blue goddess, giving a little more
respite in the beginning of the game.

Corrected a lot of cases when Solveig/Knut would appear or be mentionned in dialogs even after their death.

Mining camp 3 upgrade could be crafted without having unlocked Tier 2 upgrades.

Corrected Angelico's relationship values bug: Values/effects behind the scenes were working as intended, only the
display of "[someone]'s opinion on Angelico" was wrong (always 0).
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Reduced chances to have "drought" and "rain" weather after a drought. (Chances were 40% sun 20% rain 40% drought,
now 60% sun 10% rain 30% drought

Corrected a bug which prevented to slaughter sheep when they were born in the pens until game was loaded again.

Parvaneh's final romance dialog could be triggered even if she had been rebuffed.

Fixed infinite Stone exploit with the Wall Remains rune.

Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with the Wolf Statue rune.

Fixed infinite Wisdom exploit with Volcano Cave.

Fixed a bug when a lot of save-scumming the level-up trait list would empty the list and show less than 5 traits (invisible
trait bug)

Skills values where not refreshed in the side bar + UI after level up.

. Oik Reloaded:

Hello! I am working on a new Oik which I am doing on the Unity engine. The new engine for me, I plan to release the game in
the "early access" in order to collect your fitbacks and change the game before the release so that it comes out better.

"Early Access" will not last long, it will get a full-fledged game that, however, will change slightly before release.

What do you think about this?. oVRshot 0.2.72 Released:
This patch includes the following changes and fixes:

 Fixed match failing to start the second round in some cases.
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 Added a setting to swap locomotion/rotation hand.

 Upped explosive arrow radius from 4.5m to 5.3m.

 Upped forward spawn time from 40s to 1m 20s.

 Improved the performance of smoke arrows.

 Improved hit detection with the arm shield.

 Fixed overtime not working correctly.

 Added several new textures.

 Improved LOD distances.

 Other bug fixes.

. Hotfix 1 for Update 12:

Hi Miners,. Multiplayer! (Beta 15.03.2018):
Multiplayer is almost ready! In 2-3 weeks will be a full version of multiplayer! In this update, you can test all elements of
multiplayer gameplay. Also fixed errors with inactive buttons in the menu. Fixed minor bugs and improved optimization. In case
of problems, please let us know!
Thank you for supporting us!. Patch Notes!:
Hi, folks.

The Steam forums aren't always the best way to get ahold of us if something is broken. We can be reached at projectwritten on
Gmail, or you can DM us via our Twitter account @projectwritten.

For those who were interested, we frequently share our inner workings, updates (and soon, beta testing) at our Patreon page
[www.patreon.com].

Now, as for the changelog:

milestone one v5.11. Patch 0.20.4 - AI & Map Commands:

Pathfinding + Flying AI. The Cabinets of Doctor Arcana HyperZen Training Raygun Gadabout Wrack Wrack: Exoverse
Celebrates One Year in Early Access with Huge Update:
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Hey everyone!

The Wrack follow-up (but not sequel!), Wrack: Exoverse, is celebrating one year in Early Access with a milestone update!
We've spent the past year listening to your feedback by refining, reworking, and adding to Exoverse to make it the best game it
can possibly be. Now, this update caps it all off as we turn our eyes towards new content.

If you haven't checked out Exoverse yet, now's the time!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=la-Z6oML18o

https://store.steampowered.com/app/520660/Wrack_Exoverse/. Local Translations Not Perfect:
Hey Everyone!

We are aware that the in-game translations aren't perfect as we'd like them to be and we are working towards making all the
required updates at the earliest.

Being a small indie studio it gets a bit tough to arrange for translation resources, but we are reaching out to our fellow gamers,
developers and community members, requesting them to help us out with the translations. We’ll be pushing out regular updates
for this in the coming weeks.

Thank you for playing Kill ‘Em All and for the support. You all are AWESOME!
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